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Roadmap to design IoT Privacy and Security Label

• Interviewing average consumers about their IoT-related purchase 
behavior

• Conducting expert elicitation study with privacy and security experts

• Going back to average consumers to test the usability and effectiveness 
of IoT privacy and security label

• Incentivizing IoT companies to adopt labeling
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Exploring How Privacy and Security Factor into 
IoT Device Purchase Behavior

Pardis Emami-Naeini, Henry Dixon, Yuvraj Agarwal, Lorrie Cranor
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privacy? security?
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no privacy or security information is available
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no privacy or security information is available



Policymakers called for IoT labels
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Policymakers called for IoT labels
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but no specific guidelines



Research questions

• How much do consumers know about the privacy and security of 
their IoT devices?

• In what way would consumers like to consider privacy and security 
when making IoT-related purchase decisions?

• How useful and effective would privacy and security labels be for 
consumers when purchasing IoT devices?
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We recruited 24 participants to interview

• One hour semi-structured interview

• 14 female and 10 male

• 8 with technical backgrounds

• Average age: 36

• Compensated with $25 Amazon gift card
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most common devices our participants had



Interviews with IoT device owners 

• Pre-purchase behavior

• Post-purchase behavior

• IoT device privacy and security 

• Value of privacy and security in purchase decisions

• Privacy and security label evaluation
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We designed privacy and security labels for 3 
hypothetical IoT devices
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Our inspiration
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Kelley, Patrick Gage, Joanna Bresee, 
Lorrie Faith Cranor, and 
Robert W. Reeder. "A nutrition label 
for privacy." In Proceedings of the 
5th Symposium on Usable Privacy 
and Security, ACM 2009.



Label for a smart security camera
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general information

privacy information

security information

general information

Factors are from our SOUPS’17 paper: 
Naeini, Pardis Emami, et al. 
"Privacy expectations and 
preferences in an IoT world."



General information
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Privacy information
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Security information
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Terminology to report small numbers

a few some
about 

half most almost all

half allnone

50% 100%0% 25% 45% 55% 75%
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Privacy and security knowledge was limited

• Privacy defined as having control over personal data  

• Security was defined as device getting hacked 

• About half were unable to differentiate between privacy and security
• Most with pre-purchase or post-purchase concerns were better able to 

differentiate between privacy and security
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active

passive



Privacy and security are valued

• Almost all wanted to know about privacy and security before the 
purchase

• Almost all were willing to pay a premium for such info (10%-30%)
• Assurance of being protected

• Peace of mind
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Positive attitude toward labels

• Interviewees found the labels
• Understandable

• Easy to read

• Useful

• Almost all liked the label concept
• Independent privacy and security ratings

• Choices to control privacy and security
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More focus on convenience than security

• Almost all liked automatic
security updates

• Almost all preferred fingerprints
over passwords

• Almost all favored optional
Internet connectivity over 
required connectivity
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takeaway: align security with convenience



Privacy and security are latent concerns

• About half had unprompted privacy and security concerns

• Almost all had prompted privacy and security concerns,                 
mostly caused by:
• Media reports

• Friends’ opinions

• Devices acting weird 
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Design guideline: layered label 

• Participants requested more 
information on some factors
• Definition of some of the terms 

(e.g., identifiable data)

• Encryption protocols

• Privacy and security star ratings 
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Labels are promising, but are not enough

• Readily available information at 
the point of sale

• Labels need to be adopted 
• Mandated by regulations

• Voluntary adoption   

• The default should always be 
safe
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Label design in progress

• Consumers have limited privacy 
and security knowledge

• All want to know about privacy 
and security at the point of sale

• All found our labels to be usable 
and informing
• Most liked the ratings

• Most liked the choices 

• Currently conducting expert 
elicitation study (under 
submission)

• Next to conduct user study with 
average consumers
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